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What we do

We inform, entertain & inspire action through 
original content and experiences that are:

Joyful

Inspiring

Social

Irresistible
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Our mission

It takes more than inspiration to live the 

life you want. That’s why we not only 

create content that moves our audience, 

but also make it easier to take action and 

empower you to live your fullest life.
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The POPSUGAR audience

Educated

POPSUGAR women are 28% more likely to be tertiary educated

Affluent

54% of the POPSUGAR audience has a HHI of $80k+

Mobile

60% of POPSUGAR’s audience access our content via a mobile device

Millennial

POPSUGAR reaches 13% of All 16-34 female Australians online

Source: emma & Nielsen DRM & Google Analytics 2016
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Content that moves
Inspirational & actionable content:
multiple platforms

142k social fans, and growing…
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a leading lifestyle destination...

UA (000s)

Source: Nielsen DRM 2016

1,385

1,188

978

430

415

329

279

POPSUGAR Network

Bauer Women's Network

Mamamia Network

Beauty Heaven

PEDESTRIAN

VOGUE

ninemsn Honey
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…unmatched scale with millennial women

Source: Nielsen DRM 2016

F16-34 UAs (000s)

451

308

276

154

145

140

67

POPSUGAR Network

Mamamia Network

Bauer Women's Network

Beauty Heaven

VOGUE

PEDESTRIAN

Cosmopolitan

POPSUGAR 

reaches

13% 
of all F16-34 in 

Australia
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We’re growing more rapidly than competitors

+46% YOY for PVs

meanwhile the competitive set was +6% YOY

Source: Nielsen OR 2016

+19% YOY for UAs

meanwhile the competitive set was -12% YOY
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2.1m
monthly UBs

34%

7.3m
monthly PIs

1.4m
monthly UAs

142k
social fans

aged 18-34

$101k average household income

47% are tertiary educated

Source: Nielsen DRM & MI, emma DataFriend 2016 & reader surveys

access via mobile phone

reader insights

key demographics

60%

are on social media at least a few times, every day68%

exercise at least once a week60%

Say that they love to shop1 in 3

more likely to be experimental with beauty products60%

love to travel & experience new places69%



CELEBRITY   BEAUTY   FASHION   HEALTH & FITNESS   LIVING

OUR CORE VERTICALS
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What’s trending (last 3 months)

POPSUGAR Celebrity
breaking news, hottest photos

Fans not critics, POPSUGAR Celebrity is positive only, always. We find the 

unique and positive angle and take the negativity out of celebrity news. Instead, 

we choose to celebrate celebrities, providing an unbiased view to let our readers 

form their own opinion. We engage with and set trending topics in real time, and 

we’re first with breaking celebrity news, TV recaps and exclusive celebrity 

interviews.

Source: Google Analytics Sep-Nov, 2016

Music

Movies

Interviews

Reality TV

Australian TV

Both the Bachelor and 

Bachelorette put local 

TV on the map for the 

period! 
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POPSUGAR Beauty
the ultimate beauty junkie and go-to expert

The online beauty guru for up-to-the-minute beauty trends, new product 

reviews and breaking celebrity beauty and brand news. POPSUGAR Beauty

offers shareable hair, skin and make-up inspiration that powers your 

happiness.

Source: Google Analytics Sep-Nov, 2016

What’s trending (last 3 months)

Beauty Tips

Skincare

Celebrity Beauty

Hair

Makeup
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POPSUGAR Fashion
provides the wish list, before the wait list

From celebrity style to fashion week coverage from the front row, 

POPSUGAR Fashion is the ultimate destination to inform and inspire fashion 

conscious women and shopaholics alike. POPSUGAR takes readers from 

what to wear and how to wear it, through to where to buy it. 

Source: Google Analytics Sep-Nov, 2016

What’s trending (last 3 months)

Fashion Week

Fashion Instagrams

Red Carpet

Shopping

Celebrity Style
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POPSUGAR Health & Fitness
how to live a healthy, balanced life

POPSUGAR Health & Fitness is a trusted and widely-read source of 

inspiration and relatable health, fitness and wellness content. From healthy 

eating recipes to fitness trends, POPSUGAR Health & Fitness has everything 

you need to live life, healthy.

Source: Google Analytics Sep-Nov, 2016

What’s trending (last 3 months)

Food & Entertaining

Vegetarian

Workouts

Healthy Recipes

Healthy Living
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POPSUGAR Living
fun, smart and informed content for women

The online resource for smart, financially savvy women who want to surround 

themselves with beautiful things, POPSUGAR Living educates and inspires 

women on how to make their life easier, by living smarter – whilst having fun! 

Highly sharable and addictive content that powers your happiness.

Source: Google Analytics Sep-Nov, 2016

What’s trending (last 3 months)

Wellness

Instagram

Pinnable Inspiration

Halloween

DIY



2017 OPPORTUNITIES
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Key Opportunities 2017
moments you won’t want to miss!

JAN

FEB

FEB APR

MAR ONGOING

Year of No 

Excuses:

Locking in good 

habits around 

our busy lives

Love your BFF:

Celebrating 

female friendship 

in all it’s forms

Give Good 

Love:

Celebration of 

all things love!

Wired Women:

Focused on the 

women 

dominating the 

tech space

#popauweddings:

For all things 

bridal 

inspiration…

Get It, Girl:

How millennial 

and Gen Z 

women can get 

ahead in their 

career



For more information, contact us at:

https://www.alluremedia.com.au/contact

https://www.alluremedia.com.au/contact

